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Report   

of 

 “INTERACTION WITH INDUSTRY” UNDER TWINNING ACTIVITY 

OF TEQIP III 

Department of Civil and Electrical Engineering, SPCE had conducted one day program 

“Interaction with Industry” at SPCE on Feb 09, 2019 from 9.00am-5.30pm.  

 

The inauguration ceremony was carried as per the institute tradition of lighting the 

lamp by the dignitaries and Alumni on the dais with the spirit of invoking knowledge 

and wisdom. 
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The participation was from various industries such as Akers solution, L&T 

construction, Sterling Engg, Godrej, Toyo Engineering, JACOBS, etc. The faculty from 

BVB’s   Sardar Patel College of Engineering, Mumbai and Government Engineering. 

College, Rewa were participated in the same.  

 

Registration and inauguration was organized from 9.00am-10.00am.  

The program was organized in four sessions. First two sessions were combined for civil 

and electrical Engineering. 

1. Opportunity for staff and students in industry. 10.00am-11.00 am 

During this session Mr. P. N. Jumale, Director of BOAT had discussed various ways to 

increase internship opportunity for students. He also discussed how faculty can develop 

association with industry which can be used for individual growth, students’ benefits. 
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2. Bridging gap between industry and academia. 11.10am-1.00pm 

In this session, two lectures were arranged.  

In the first lecture, Dr. H. A. Magalvedhekar discussed how academic institute can 

increase industry interaction by utilising the available funds (mainly TEQIP funds) and 

man power with explaining such growth in VJTI, Mumbai. 

 

In the second session, Mr. Charles S. discussed his experience while bridging the gap 

between industry and academia.  
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3. Industry role in curriculum development 2.00pm-4.00pm 

In this session, industry expert and research scholar board Mr. Harshul Savla 

conducted brain storming session on current scheme and course contents and what 

changes are required in the same so that students will be industry ready. He explained 

in brief the career opportunities after graduation  in the management sector and the 

role of engineers in it. His speech included an array of examples which helped the 

students relate themselves with the ongoing situations. He discussed about the need of 

modifications required in the present study and exam pattern which will help the 

students to get industry ready. 

 

4. Feedback from alumni working in industry 

 All the alumni were excited to be part of the industry interaction meet. They shared 

their experience and the interesting moments of their campus life with the audience. 

They mainly discussed how the students can be prepared for employability. They  also 

discussed how alumni can help institute for the benefits of students. The event was 

stimulating and enjoyable and simultaneously profitable as all members shared their 

views ideate and good numbers of new ideas, information and insights came up. The 

institute sincerely expressed its gratitude to all the dignitaries for making this event a 

grand success. 

 


